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This year's U.S. Open, the grand final of major tennis tournaments, has had no shortage of storybook moments. There was the emophonous post-match interview that found the reigning women's champion, Naomi Osaka, comforting 15-year-old rising star Coco Gauff, both crying. There is romance between male and female singles contenders Gaël Monfils and Elina Svitolina, who
have created a playful Instagram account designed to spark interest in their relationship. And then there are the bad guys: the angry dominant Novak Djokovic, who was ejected from the court when he withdrew from his third-round match with a shoulder injury; and Daniil Medvedev, a 23-year-old Russian who mounted a wave of hostility, in the words of the New York Times, to a
victory in his third-round match against Feliciano Lopez. After losing a difficult point, Medvedev aggressively ripped a towel out of the hands of a ball man, causing a chorus of boos from the stands. Instead of repenting, he turned the crowd around with a middle finger and channeled frisson towards a victory. In the next round, media coverage of the incident had made him a popular
hero of modern tennis, someone capable of infusing a rigid and polite sport with irreverence and uncensored passion. The passage of time has turned Andre Agassi's legacy into something bright and clean, but there was a time, which now seems a long time ago, when he was the main object of this fascination. He was the champion of human interest. This is very clear in Open, a
2009 autobiography that adds depth and complexity to Agassi's reputation as a champion and insurgent. Open is an unusual sporting memory in many ways. On the one hand, it avoids the lick of clichés about the love of the game that is usually spoiled by professional athletes. (The subject of the book is, in fact, Agassi's overwhelming contempt for tennis.) During his press career,
Agassi put his relationship with his ghost in the foreground, J. R. Moehringer, the author of the beloved 2005 memoir The Tender Bar. Together, combining Agassi's well of experiences with Moehringer's delicate pen, dissects the player's trajectory, appease Agassi's agnosic relationship with his drilling sergeant father (a man who tried to fuel his son's speed before matches to
improve his performance) , his repeated attempts to leave the game prematurely, and his reluctant foray into the famous-industrial complex. Agassi even confesses to using crystal methamphetamine and then lying about it after failing a drug test. Instead of sanding down the edges of Agassi's reputation or shrinking it with platitudes, Open embraces its volatility and insecurities.
Perhaps most resoundingly, Moehringer and Agassi deconstruct the mythical image that the media created during the many peaks and of Agassi. At various points in his career, he was written as an idiot, a whore of fame, or a brat. But the reality, as explained in Open, was different: his signature dock was a declaration of rebellion, but rather an attempt to hide the fact that he was
bald at a very young age. Denim shorts, likewise, were not a pointed act of sartorial subversion, but a hasty choice made by a naïve teenager who had just reached a sponsorship deal with Nike. (The shorts had been in John McEnroe's discard stack during a group montage.) Her relationship with Brooke Shields wasn't as glamorous as it seemed, either - Agassi spent most of it
dragging Gil Water (a special hydration cocktail mixed by her trainer), nursing injuries, and avoiding celebrity-filled parties before divorcing her. Juicy, energizing, tragic and compulsively readable, Open illuminates the unique loneliness of professional tennis players. Tennis has the largest platform among individual sports; their players perform on some of the biggest stages in the
world for hours at a time, without access to coaches or teammates, and usually quietly. There's a lot of room for narratives to filter around people in that position. Reading Open a decade later, I couldn't help but imagine what Agassi's experience would have been like in the age of social media and high-definition reproduction. Perhaps the growing attention would have hit him,
echoing the headlines and thinking of pieces sinking him into despair. Or, perhaps, somehow perversely, our media landscape may have appeared some of Agassi's nuances, giving his actions a new framework, deeper context. (Imagine the Instagram captions you could have composed.) He would have a shot, perhaps, in being seen not only as a punk or a superhero, but as a
human. The New Yorker Recommends is where our critics, staff and collaborators share their enthusiasms. In Read, our writers recommend new and remarkable books, series and essays. For more on The New Yorker's literary coverage, take a look at Books, where our critics receive the latest in fiction and nonfiction; Second Read, where writers revisit old favorites; and fiction in
the magazine. You can also sign up for The New Yorker Recommends newsletter, which is culled from both this page and the magazine's broader cultural coverage. Subscribe to The New Yorker to access the full contents of the magazine, as well as all of its archives. Norman Mailer believed that as the great fights loosen, great boxers begin to have inner lives such as
Hemingway or Dostoevsky, Tolstoy or Faulkner, Joyce or Melville. If Andre Agassi's Open is anything to go by, great tennis players start to have minds like JR Moehringer. Who? He is the collaborator of Agassi, the guy who turned hundreds of hours of recorded conversations into plausible prose. I agree, this comes as a disappointment, even if that it is so unreasonable to expect
Agassi to sit down and really write a book as it is to wait for Martin Amis (whom we will return to) suddenly to make the Wimbledon final. We are dealing, let's not forget, with someone who had about the same formal education as Wayne Rooney or Gazza. Gazza. he credits the dramatic mid-1990s resurgence in his fortunes to his new coach, Brad Gilbert, author of Winning Ugly.
The problem with JR, Andre's book trainer, is that it makes writing easy. His hand is too obviously dab. Not that Open reads as if it had been written in view of a lucrative (normal) serial deal; it reads as if it's already a serialization of itself with potential headlines (Agassi took crystal goal!) and pulled quotes (I always hated tennis) thrown. Perhaps that's why, oddly enough, it sounds
less true in moments of maximum declared honesty. I've always been a truthful person, Andre confesses as he prepares a singularly un convincing lie to explain how he tested positive for goal. It might be true that, after arranging a nest egg of Nike stock for a friend's sick child, Andre learned that the only perfection ... it is perfection to help others, but, put it this way, it seems that
he has just signed a new endorsement for Compassion Inc. Speaking of which, after shooting himself in the foot with a canonical campaign based on the slogan Image is everything, Agassi feels betrayed by the advertising agency, the canonical execs, of all who treat this ridiculous slogan as if it were my confession. That's the spin he puts into it. But in this confession –a
confession in danger of being reduced to the slogan I hated tennis and I took the goal – perhaps they should have told us how many millions it took to entice him to participate in this betrayal in the first place. Since a tennis player's autobiography is, by definition, self-serving, it is worth considering a 1996 essay in which the late David Foster Wallace wrote that he deteriorated[d]
Agassi with passion and found him, in person, as brave as a Port Authority whore. So perhaps the opprobrium wasn't all about a look - fluffy, pointy, two-tone mullet, with black roots and frosted tips - which, rightly, seems far more preposterous now than it did at the time. Even then, one suspected that Agassi's rebellious image was partly made in consort with his sponsors.
However, it comes as a shock to learn that in 1990 the hair itself was manufactured. Yes, she wore a piece of hair, which disintegrated in the shower the night before the French Open final. It wasn't until 1994, by which time she had won titles at Wimbledon and the US Open and lived with Brooke Shields, that Agassi took the courage to show off her blurred skull to the world. Quite
a change: having thought of nothing but hitting tennis balls, now it starts to look like a tennis ball! The final incarnation - Duck Buddha-waddle, oldest veteran of the war of detriment known as the ATP Tour - is still somehow out. Before that, she drops to 146 in the world rankings, takes the finish and separates her from Brooke. After that, as we all know, it bounces (that's what
tennis balls do), more Slams, tracks and marisms with Steffi Graf, has children and sets up a totally foundation in his hometown, Las Vegas. By the time he takes his final bow and tear at the US Open in 2006, he is universally and understandably adored. Defeated, he returns to the dressing room where past and present players rise to spontaneous applause. All but Jimmy
Connors, face blank and arms well folded. Andre first struck up with Connors when he was four and found him regularly thereafter. His father used to chain Jimbo's rackets and ask Andre to take care of them, an experience that made Connors mortifying. Young Andre is equally wounded by the great and stupid Romanian, Ilie Nastase. No one, however, hurts Andre like his father.
The manic Mike Agassi customizes a tennis ball machine because he sprays thousands of balls on his son, shouting at him –this will become Andre's counter-punching mark– to hit the ball hard and upwards. But he's not the only crazy dad –and Andre isn't the only precocious talent– on the circuit. As Agassi makes the rounds, there are intriguing first punches from his rivals:
fooling Jeff Tarango (later to achieve fame by storming off-court at Wimbledon) and, at the Bollettieri Academy (a glorified prison camp), future world number one Jim Courier. Waiting in the wings is Agassi's nemesis, Pete Sampras. In terms of tennis, his was a great rivalry, undermined, despite Nike's best efforts, remember the announcement in which the two melted a net and
started taking it off the street? – because a racquet gibbon would have brought more to the side than Pistol Pete. Unlike Agassi, Sampras is happy to be magnificent in tennis and totally selfless in everything else. The perpetually tormented Agassi enrages him in his boring and spectacular lack of inspiration. The deeper rivalry – that is, more poisonous – turns out to be with Boris
Becker. Caught by Becker's bitch in the press about Agassi after the Wimbledon semi-final in 1995 (a match Becker actually won), Andre and Brad revenge on a son of a bitch who, according to Gilbert, tries to come out as an intellectual, when he's just an overwhelmed farmboy. Let's take some verbal injury time out here. Reading Open, one of them is insistently remembered from
a piece by Martin Amis in The New Yorker. Uncomfortable with talking about the need for personalities, Amis decides that personality in tennis is an exact synonym for a seven-letter duosyllable starting with 'a', ending with 'e' (and also with, in order of appearance, an 'ss', an 'h', an 'o' and 'l'). Nastase and Connors come to the top of Amis's list of personalities, so it's rewarding to
find that Andre's impression of Connors whispers not only with Amis, but with everything Agassi heard about him from other players. Asshole, they say. Rude, condescending, egomaniac punch. Amis was writing in 1994 when Agassi's personality cult was close its peak, but even then Amis detected signs of generosity, even sportsmanship. There are no signs of this type de
Becker, who would be a recipient worthy of a BBC Sports Personality Lifetime Achievement award. Two sets into the revenge match, the Kill or be Killed US Open semi, this bloody German starts blowing kisses at Brooke in the Agassi box. Agassi gets so angry that he loses the next set. But he has a trumpet on his sleeve - he's worked Becker's service: Just before he throws the
ball, Becker sticks his tongue out and points like a little red arrow to where he's aiming. Now, this is a genius of a Joycean and Tolstoy type! Reading about this encounter is as exciting as watching it on TV. So is the blown recreation of the 2006 match against Baghdatis - more physically bruising than Becker's, but with the added appeal of mutual respect and gratitude thrown in.
Seeing even the low-ranking professionals, one is surprised by the way they have time to compose themselves when the ball is shooting back and forth so quickly. For Agassi, time expands to the point that, in the penultimate win of his career, against James Blake in 2006, it takes half a paragraph to break down decision-making processes that last for the microsecond that the ball
is in flight. And here's the not entirely unexpected irony of Open. For all the creepy revelations, despite the general history of personal growth and the struggle for self-awareness, the most fascinating parts of the book are all about ... Tennis. Tennis.
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